Fastest growing clothing
company in the United States
Whoa. We grew fast & furious.
IguanaMed was ranked the 264th fastest
growing company in the country by INC.
magazine.
After all of this growth, we have made the
decision to SLOW DOWN. We are now much
more focused on becoming a GREAT company,
not necessarily a behemoth company.
Regardless, it has been quite a ride and we
couldn’t have done it without you!
To all of our faithful fans and customers,
thanks again!

We want to be in touch with you!
www.facebook.com/IguanaMed
www.twitter.com/IguanaMed
www.pinterest.com/IguanaMed
www.tumblr.com/IguanaMed
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How did we become the most intriguing scrubs company on the planet?
It’s been quite the saga since we entered the medical apparel scene
5 short years ago. Our original mission was revolution. Our goal had
been to infuse rigor, vigor, and passion into what we perceived to be
a motionless, lethargic, and depressed uniform landscape. After we
sketched the initial Iguana logo, we found and hired the best sportswear
designers in the world, we flew to Paris and selected a color palette
that felt marvelous yet medically appropriate, we engaged with textile
engineers who developed an evolved poplin that defined medical
stretch fabrics, we contracted with factories who were cutting & sewing
designer garb not medical apparel, and we aggressively hired a youthful,
adept, and brilliant team to create bold resonant campaigns to roar our
message to the medical professional.
IguanaMed’s radical approach to the medical apparel industry led to the
fastest growing scrub brand in the history of the universe. No joke.
We appeared on the Inc. 500’s list of fastest growing companies 4 years in
a row and literally became the fastest growing private clothing company
in the country. The innovative style and fabrics were embraced by
medical professionals around the world who were demanding more from
their uniforms. IguanaMed is currently distributed in all 50 U.S. States
as well as Canada, Mexico, Columbia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic,
Honduras, Brazil, Australia, Finland, Sweden, Spain, Italy, Poland, Japan,
and Saudi Arabia, amongst other countries.
With 50+ new dealer inquiries being received per month, the demand
for IguanaMed continues to soar through the roof. It’s been invigorating,
rewarding, flattering, (and frankly a bit exhausting) to sprint alongside the
seemingly incessant demand for IguanaMed. IguanaMed will continue to
be available at the best medical retailers across the country.
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They laughed at us because we
are different. We laughed at them
because they’re all the same.

Our goal remains simple in semantics yet sophisticated in execution – IguanaMed
will continue to lead the performance medical apparel industry by providing
the most quality fabric, composition, construction, and attention to detail while
creating innovative styles and an active fit that the medical professional craves.
Throughout our introduction into the scrub world many of the big uniform
companies that have existed for so long grew unnerved and anxious. While we
created MF Fabric – the first cool looking athletic inspired active stretch fabric,
they became Flexomatic, ProFlex, Flexology, among others. They attempted to
replicate our image and direction, but didn’t realize that the IguanaMed hotness is
not about any one aspect of the brand. It is the collective combination of strategic
marketing/merchandising efforts, ground-breaking product design/construction
and the passion of our team that makes IguanaMed the most intriguing medical
apparel brand in the world.
We are proud to report that we are not only alive and kicking, but refueling our
Iguana-engines and gearing up for the competitive landscape that lies ahead. We
did what we said we were going to do – the revolution has ensued…
What happens now? Where will the medical apparel world zig or zag next?
Well… follow us. We’ll show you.
IguanaMed.
Creating the world’s finest medical apparel.™
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In addition to manufacturing the world’s finest medical apparel, IguanaMed is committed
to helping the millions of people throughout the world who are less fortunate or who
have experienced some type of misfortune. IguanaMed has established the IguanaCares
program whose goal is to assist in providing aid and support in many capacities
throughout the world.
Our flagship program is Scrubanthropy™ – our own trademarked cause whose mission
is to provide high quality medical apparel to individuals and/or groups who could
benefit from the comfort and functionality of an IguanaMed scrub.
Scrubanthropy includes the charitable donation of Iguana apparel to non-medical groups
such as homeless shelters and family violence prevention shelters. Scrubanthropy also
targets healthcare professionals around the world who don’t have access to medical
apparel by providing functional and comfortable uniforms to wear while providing
medical care.
Please visit Scrubanthropy.com and/or IguanaCares.com for more information.
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“WE ARE COMMITTED TO

SCRUBANTHROPY
ALL OVER THE GLOBE.”

TM
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Fabrications and
Textile Marvelment
MF2
• Project wrinkle-relief – will not wrinkle
• Revolutionary comfort stretch fabric
• Sporty sophisticated appeal
• Feels and wears like a dream
• Iguana MF fabric defined performance
medical apparel

In the beginning we DARED you to take a
chance and try on what some consider the
best medical scrubs in the world (or ever
made scrubs in the world). For those of you
that accepted our challenge, congratulations.
You probably are the best ever. For those of you
that have not yet accepted our challenge.....
What are you waiting for?
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Laser Etched
Button Details

Precision Pocketing

ROBUST THREAD
Our threads are
the lifeline of our
scrubs.

PARISIAN
COLORS

Rich & Vibrant

Double Needle “Felling Stitch”
Stealth Pocket Technology
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5400 THE CLASSIC TOP
The Classic 3-Pocket Top - The original
classic top has a tailored feel that
features a straight-V neckline and 2 deep
concealed hip pockets with a pen slot
and internal velcro enclosures for added
practicality. The chest pocket includes our
signature IguanaMed logo that is armed
with a Velcro enclosure and an ID badge
loop to add organized functionality. The
original classic top incorporates double
reinforced bartacks on every pocket for
added durability rounding out the same
sporty feel yet sophisticated look you
demand in the workplace.

Sizing: XS-3XL
Fabric: MF2

5400 TOP & 5300 PANT
COLOR SWATCHES

Treeline Green
w/ Celery Trim

Newport Navy
w/ Iguana Green Trim

Ceil Blue
w/ Navy Trim

Merlot
w/ Celery Trim

Azure Blue
w/ Iguana Green Trim

Carbon Black
w/ Pear Trim

Winter White
w/ Titanium Trim
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5300 THE CLASSIC BOOTCUT PANT
The Classic Bootcut Pant (5300) - This original easy-fit bootcut
pant features a half elastic, half drawstring waist which is now
triple reinforced for added durability. The mid-rise inseam
provides a perfect hem for the cool straight leg design and
side hem pockets that include internal compartments for loose
change and your cell phone. The spacious back pocket and
inside elastic pager clip provide extra storage space while still
providing a clean and structured look.

Sizing: XS-3XL
Fabric: MF2
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5600 THE QUATTRO TOP
The Quattro Top (5600) – Styled to
perfection for the active lifestyle of the
medical professional. The well-positioned
Quattro Ricamo stitching, contrasting trim
on the back neckline, and the accented
bar tack trim on the pockets add style
and balance.
The key-neck top rests on a trapezoidal
tab of fabric that helps capture contrast
and a tailored style. Set-in sleeves and
lower side vents provide superior comfort
while the chest pocket with ID badge
loop and 2 concealed deep hip pockets
complete the chic Quattro look

Sizing: XS-3XL
Fabric: MF2

5500 PANT & 5600 TOP COLORWAYS

Carbon Black
w/ Pear Trim*

Azure Blue
w/ Iguana Green Trim

Winter White
w/ Titanium Trim

Newport Navy
w/ Iguana Green Trim

Merlot
w/ Celery Trim

*

Ceil Blue
w/ Navy Trim*

*

Treeline Green
w/ Celery Trim

Teal
w/ Navy Trim

Sahara Tan
w/ Carbon Black Trim

Power Pink
w/ Carmine Trim*

City Slate
w/ Power Pink Trim

*

*

Macintosh Red
w/ Carbon Black Trim

Vintage Olive
w/ Purple Blaze Trim

Wine
w/Carmine Trim

Tokyo Purple
w/ Carmine Pink Trim

Iguana Green
w/ Newport Navy Trim

Eclipse Black
w/ Titanium Trim

Chicago Wash
w/Titanium Trim

QUATTRO RICAMO STITCHING
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The Quattro Flare Pant (5500) – The fashionable, yet highly
functional Quattro flare scrub pant features the now famous
Quattro Ricamo stitching that runs from the front waist to the
side leg.

5500 THE QUATTRO PANT

The perfectly placed angled front pockets have a small inside
button to provide extra security to ensure nothing slips away.
These dream-come-true pants also have the Iguana Signature
Pockets – inside pockets within pockets – and a spacious back
pocket to provide extra storage. The dual 2-tone drawstring and
elastic waistband offers an unparalleled fit. The flare leg opening
(trimmed out on inside) and bottom Quattro Ricamo stitching
takes this pant to a whole new level.

Sizing: XS-3XL
* Petite Sizing: XS - L
* Tall Sizing: XS - XL
Fabric: MF2
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5450 THE UNISEX TOP
The Unisex Single Pocket Top (5450) –
This V-neck top features a chest pocket
with pen slot and contrasting trim on
the back neckline. The set-in sleeves
combine perfectly with our tailored fit to
provide the ideal top for men and women.
Often called one of our Doctor Tops,
this single pocket top is perfect for any
active medical professional who doesn’t
necessarily need a plethora of pockets.

Sizing: XS-3XL
Fabric: MF2
5450 TOP & 5310 PANT
COLOR SWATCHES

Merlot
w/ Celery Trim

Carbon Black
w/ Pear Trim

Treeline Green
w/ Celery Trim

Azure Blue
w/ Iguana Green Trim

Newport Navy
w/ Iguana Green Trim

Ceil Blue
w/ Navy Trim
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5310 THE UNISEX STEALTH PANT
The Unisex Stealth Cargo Pant (5310) – This
unisex pant features a deep concealed cargo
pocket with matching back pocket, as well
as 2 inseam side hem pockets (internal
pockets) and our standard inside waist
elastic pager clip.
The straight-leg bootcut design and dropped
rise provide a more neutral cut for both sexes
without compromising style or functionality.

Sizing: XS-3XL
Fabric: MF2
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7400 THE MEN’S
ICON TOP

Sizing: XS-3XL
Fabric: MF2
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We are thrilled to release what will soon
become the most popular men’s scrub
top in the world. When designing this
work of art, we wanted to keep it dapper,
simple and archetypal, yet refined, fluid,
and fearless. Classic v-neck top with
comfortable set-in sleeves. Seamless
construction which is proven to wash and
wear amazingly well. Iguana signature
plaid lining on the neckline and inside
the lower pockets. Upper breast pocket
includes pen pocket and badge loop. All
pockets are welt pockets which means
that they are stealth. Iguana signature
multi-function front lower pockets
actually give you double storage since
there are pockets on pockets. Classic
nod with a modern twist, refreshing color
applications in stitching details. Get the
7400 and elevate your scrub game to the
highest level possible.

7400 TOP / 7300 PANT
COLOR SWATCHES

Eclipse Black
w/ Titanium Trim

City Slate
w/ Titanium Trim

Newport Navy
w/ Iguana Green Trim

Ceil Blue
w/ Navy Trim

7300 THE MEN’S ICON PANT
Clean design lines that let you shine.
The IguanaMed 7300 pant gives you
everything you need to comfortably go
into battle during your day as a medical
professional. Double reinforced full
drawstring pant ensures that they will
fit no matter what. Slash hand pockets
and fly zip closure designs that mirror
your favorite pair of jeans, updated patch
cargo pocket has room for all of your gear.
Iguana signature lining is sewn into the
front and back pockets to remind you that
you are rocking an original IguanaMed
garment. To actualize this scrub pant
greatness, we consulted with two of the
top sportswear designers in the world
and the results are a mixture of medical
apparel alchemy and legendary scrub
pant-ness. You need a 7300 in your life. In
fact you may need one in every color.

Sizing: XS-3XL
Fabric: MF2

Azure Blue
w/ Iguana Green Trim

Treeline Green
w/ Titanium Trim

Super Fly Zip w/ Custom Lining
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Do you feel us? Do you feel the swirl in
the air? Do you feel the Dual Swirl? We
do! Welcome to the new world where
sport meets fashion and an engineered
graphic print meets positioned stitches
in a swirling pattern. This is not your
everyday scrub top, this is your “Hey,
it’s Fashion Friday and I’m ready for the
weekend” top. Oh, did we mention the
side seam pockets that are big enough
to fit all of your goodies, especially since
they each feature the Iguana trademark
– pockets within pockets. The top comes
together with the stylish shape of the soft
V neckline. Don’t swish. Swirl.

5633 DUAL SWIRL TOP

Sahara Tan
w/ Carbon Black Trim

Sizing: XS-2XL
Fabric: MF2
Newport Navy
w/ Iguana Green Trim

Merlot
w/ Celery Trim

Carbon Black
w/ Pear Trim
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THE LEGEND
The Legend Sport Cargo Pant (5522) – The most amazing women’s scrub pant
has finally reached our planet in the form of the 5522. It’s also known around our
headquarters as the “double dos” as a Spanish nod to the number “22.” It’s loaded with
detail and style in a non gaudy way. Iguana signature patterned liners (which take 6
weeks to custom weave) let you know that you are rocking an original IguanaMed
garment. The 5522 has a whopping 10 total pockets – 2 large front stealth slash pockets
with bonus top pockets, 2 stealth back pockets and an added side leg cargo pocket for
even more storage capacity. Another clever design feature (if we do say so ourselves)
is the part elastic, part drawstring waist which includes Iguana button hip adjusters
allowing you to make the pant tighter or looser depending on your feel. The design is
consummated with the dual-stitch (as opposed to quattro) that puts this pant over the
top even though it will happily rest under your Iguana top. This pant will leave you five
thousand five hundred twenty two steps ahead.

Sizing: XS-2XL
Fabric: MF2
5522 COLOR SWATCHES

Carbon Black
w/ Pear Trim

Merlot
w/ Celery Trim

Sahara Tan
w/ Carbon Black

Newport Navy
w/ Iguana Green Trim

Ceil Blue
w/ Navy Trim

City Slate
w/ Power Pink Trim
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Azure Blue
w/ Iguana Green Trim

IGUANA BUTTON HIP ADJUSTERS

INNER LINING
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5677 HORIZONTAL STRIPE

Newport Navy
w/ Iguana Green Trim

Carbon Black
w/ Pear Trim

Merlot
w/ Celery Trim
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Grateful
Grateful
Grateful
Grateful
For Comfortable

Scrubs

Horizontal Mix Stripe Top (5677) – BOOM! The IguanaMed Horizontal Mix Stripe
Top features a rounded V-neckline and a super stylish stripe pattern. The large
front pockets are big enough to fit all of your goodies, especially since they
feature the Iguana trademark – pockets within pockets. Subtle, but BOLD!
It’s your decision; do you want to blend in or be BOLD! Iguana BOOM!
Get in the game!

Sizing: XS-2XL
Fabric: MF2
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Introducing the

5050 ZIP HOODIE

The Zip Hoodie (5050) – Our new Zip Hoodie takes the traditional nursing jacket
and flips it on its arse. The versatile Iguana Zip Hoodie features tonal cover stitching
throughout that is a perfect addition to your IguanaMed wardrobe.
The hoodie is pulled together by the elastic infused ribbing on the waist and cuffs and
completed with the extra durable zipper with Iguana Logo pull tab. The best part is that
the hoodie is constructed out of the same MFII fabric you have grown to love! We will
continue to lay the framework for performance in the medical apparel industry - stay
ahead of the game with the new zip hoodie! Better than ever. Been doin’ it!

Sizing: XS-2XL
Fabric: MF2
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Carbon Black
w/ Pear Trim

City Slate
w/ Power Pink Trim

Newport Navy
w/ Iguana Green Trim

Winter White
w/ Titanium Trim
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Shattering the Myth
that IguanaMed is only
for Young People...

Meet Sol

At 98 years old Sol appreciates the timeless
style of Iguanamed. “Comfort never goes out
of style,” says Sol. When asked which color he
likes the best, Sol responds, “I don’t have a
favorite color. I prefer to mix and match.” Sol’s
closet contains many different colours of tops
and pants that he can choose from depending
on his mood. “This outfit I plan to wear to my
100th birthday party,” he says, pointing to his
brand new Iguana city slate top and navy pant.
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“

COMFORT
NEVER GOES
OUT OF
STYLE!

“
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IguanaMed
Sizing Details
Chest
Bust
Waist
Hips
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Waist
Hips

FYI – measuring in your skivvies will
ensure a more accurate size reading
The IguanaFit helps accentuate body shape
and contour (without being tight).

Iguana Original
Women’s Fit

Our fit sits a bit lower on your waistline with
a short/medium rise.
IguanaFit is designed for ultra comfort
without ever compromising style.
Time to Measure:
Chest:
After disrobing place measuring tape under
arm pits and extend the tape around the
broadest section of your chest. The hard
part is over.
Waist:
Easy One – place tape around your natural
waistline – don’t cheat!
Hips:
Almost Done – now stand with feet 2-4
inches apart and measure around the fullest
part of your hips – write it down and you
are done!

Iguana Original
Men’s Fit

SIZE

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

CHEST

34-35

36-37

38-40

41-43

44-46

47-49

50-52

WAIST

26-28

29-30

31-33

34-36

37-39

40-43

44-46

INSEAM

31

31

31

32

32

32

33
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IguanaMed has developed a medical apparel line to fully outfit
every healthcare facility in the United States and throughout
the world.
Our group line was developed with our Iguana ambassador
program to fit the vast majority of jobs and professions in the
healthcare industry.
By bringing the designs, colors, and fabrics from the
world’s fashion runways into hospitals and medical offices,
IguanaMed’s products were designed to look phenomenal in
group settings.
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It’s time that you outfit your office or medical team today with
IguanaMed. Contact your local retailer for more information
and/or contact us directly to find the nearest trusted
IguanaMed dealer.
We have a separate Iguana Group catalog that explains
additional details on our group programs.
To find a retailer near you, visit IguanaMed.com.

WOMEN’S

AZURE BLUE
CARBON BLACK
CEIL BLUE
CITY SLATE
ECLIPSE BLACK
MACINTOSH RED
MERLOT
NEWPORT NAVY
POWER PINK
SAHARA TAN
TEAL
TREE LINE GREEN
VINTAGE OLIVE
WINE
WINTER WHITE
TOKYO PURPLE
CHICAGO WASH
IGUANA GREEN

UNISEX

WOMEN’S

WOMEN’S

WOMEN’S

UNISEX

WOMEN’S

WOMEN’S

WOMEN’S

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

w/ titanium trim

MEN’S

w/ titanium trim
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The Scrub Brand
That Never Sleeps
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IguanaMed Limited Edition Prints

IguanaMed has flavor.
In the not so far future, there will be small
windows of time in which you will be able
to order limited edition prints and other
works of splendor from the one & only
IguanaMed.
Iguana. Creatively continuing to flip the
scrub game.
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Custom Scrubs
In the not too far future, IguanaMed will be
available in tall, petites & custom lengths. Yeah,
we said custom lengths! Whether you are
4 ft tall or 7 ft tall, we are going to find a way to
make sure you can wear the scrubs you love.

Get.
Excited.
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I Am A Medical Professional.
I Wear IguanaMed.
Anyone can give up, it’s the easiest
thing in the world to do. But to hold it
together when everyone else would
understand if you fell apart, that’s
true strength.
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Our mission has expanded. We have always wanted to create the finest medical apparel in the world, however
now we are making it our mission to distribute IguanaMed all around our big world, not just the US. It makes
our hearts sing to see IguanaMed outfitting medical groups now in over 10 countries. Every month we sit
down and pontificate with our US team and review which country we should pursue next. Besides the joy
it has brought us to see our product on hard working medical professionals around the globe, expanding
globally has also given us an opportunity to meet fascinating people in faraway places. We don’t just sell our
product into these countries, but we have forged close relationships with teams of people who are equally
as passionate in outfitting healers with the best performance medical apparel on the planet. If you know a
country who could benefit from IguanaMed, we welcome you to contact us at global@iguanamed.com. You
also can view information on our global distribution program at www.iguanaglobal.com.
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on the horizon
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MORE THAN A SCRUB
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